Kendall Holt Stops Tim Coleman in Second Round of FNF Mainer
Written by Michael Woods
Friday, 16 March 2012 21:11

Kendall Holt scored four knockdowns in the main event of ESPN’s Friday Night Fights, which
unfolded at the Morongo Casino in Cabazon, CA, but let's not go crazy over that, or his TKO2
win. His foe, Tim Coleman, came off as mentally flat, at best, and he didn't give off many signals
that he came to the ring in a mindset conducive to winning, or even giving his all.

In the first, Holt scored a knockdown off a left hook to the body, a counter which came after a
lazy lead right. In the second, Coleman went down again less than a minute in, from a left-right
combo. Holt scored another knockdown at the 1:20 mark, off a couple sharp rights. With 45
seconds remaining, Coleman went down again, off a left hook to the head, and, perhaps, a lack
of desire to be there, and his corner stepped up to end it, with a white towel. The time was 2:23
of the second. Teddy Atlas basically called out Coleman for not wanting to stand tall and try to
get back into the fight, for not behaving like a pro who was in it to win it.

Teddy noted that Coleman talked about drinking a beer a few days ago, and noted that this
would give him an alibi if he got hammered. Prescient.

Roy Jones, subbing for Holt's dad as trainer, looked the part as chief second. Here's hoping he
does more of that, and hangs up the gloves, to save himself from taking more shots.

Coleman, unless he figures out he really wants to do this, would be best served to walk away as
well. This racket isn't one to pursue half-heartedly, not if you value your brain cells.
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Comment on this article
Kid Blast says:
test
Kid Blast says:
This was an easy one top predict.
What was terrible about last night was the horrible scoring in the undercard and someone
needs to write about that.
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needs to write about that.
Kid Blast says:
The Pit Bull showed that once he was in dire straits, he could be finished and he was. Mighty”
Mike Arnaoutis had exposed The Bull’s flaws. Vernon Paris showed that Coleman cannot take
heavy body shots. Holt simply confirmed matters.
As an aside, the scoring (Marty Denkin 78-74, Jack Reiss, 78-74, and Jonathan Davis 79-73)
in the Abraham Lopez vs. Gabriel Tolmajyan undercard was disgraceful. I could rationalize a
draw, but 79-73 for Abraham adds to the growing list of God-awful scoring this year. The look of
confusion and disappointment in Tolmajyan’s eyes is one that I have seen too often lately.
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Kid Blast says:
Easy fight to predict. Coleman has nothing.
But what was awfull was the scoring in the undercard.
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